Seebles AFL Rebuts Strengthen CIO Case; Drivers Press Stassen and Blair for Election

**Looking the Other Way**

**Sweet Land of Liberty**

John L. Lewis Explores Mind of Mathew P. Walker

John L. Lewis, president of United Mine Workers of America, visited Ann Arbor and Detroit during the week, where he talked to labor leaders and workers. His visit was in connection with the national conference of the AFL held in New York City. A highlight of his visit was a speech at the University of Michigan, where he discussed the future of the coal industry.

**Demurrers Filed with Judge Joyce**

**Le Sueur Criticizes Indictments**

**544-CIO Files Charges With NLRB Against 151 Minneapolis Bossies**

**Testimony of Scores of 544-CIO Drivers on AFL Terrorism Revelation Unanswered—CIO Moves to Dismiss Incident AFL Petition**

The hearing conducted by the state labor commission concludes the testimony of the Taft-Hartley provisions that they are responsible for the widespread anti-communist activities of the United States. The hearing is now in progress in Minneapolis, where the AFL has moved to dismiss the petition.

**We Made Minneapolis a Union Town—Let's KEEP IT That Way**

**Letter from Stassen House Guards**

Governor Stassen hit for Jim Crow policy on home guards.

**Letter from Governor Oliver H. Studies**

"The government should not be in the business of operating a home guard," said Governor Studens. "The government's task is to maintain order and protect the public. We believe that the home guard is unnecessary and should be disbanded."
Drivers Testify to Thuggery of Tobin's Goon

Last week we published several excerpts from the testimony of some Minneapolis drivers and warehousemen before the Senate Labor and Management Committee in their efforts to drive the meatpackers out of the Twin Cities. We reproduced these statements because we felt they were so well taken and so interesting to our readers.

This week, on this and the following page, we publish some of the testimony given by J. J. Madison before the Senate Labor and Management Committee in his capacity as a representative of the Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce. Madison's testimony was one of the most interesting and informative we have heard in recent weeks.

Monday Afternoon Session

J. J. Madison, testifying before the Senate Labor and Management Committee in his capacity as a representative of the Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce, said:

"I was present at the scene of the incident, and I have been questioned by the AFL lawyer. I was also present at the scene of the incident in which the goon was killed.""}

"I was present at the scene of the incident, and I have been questioned by the AFL lawyer. I was also present at the scene of the incident in which the goon was killed."
O AFL lawyers have conceded in court that the AFL would have no case to answer if it could be shown that the labor disputes in question were arbitrated under the Taft-Hartley Act. The AFL has claimed that the labor disputes were arbitrated under the Taft-Hartley Act.

**CIO Unions Back 544 Fight Against Hated Tobin Union**

CIO Unions Of Nation Aid 544-CIO

**Give to Defense Fund**

**Rewarded for Attack on 544**

**Hillman Ducks Issue With UCWO**

The charges that Hillman has released that citing the Internal Revenue Service and the Internal Revenue Service, the government, are not correct. Hillman has released a statement that the Internal Revenue Service has not made any charges against Hillman.

**CIO Unions Of Nation Aid 544-CIO**

CIO organizations from all parts of the nation are mounting the most brotherly resistance to the appeal sent to the AFL by the AFL's Labor Disputes Board.

**Oregon CIO Director Asks Speedy 544 Aid**

Below is a copy of the letter written by the AFL's Labor Disputes Board to the CIO unions in Oregon urging speedy financial aid to Local 544-CIO in the effort to defeat the Taft-Hartley Act.

**Cement Men Get Raw Deal From AFL, Skates**

The cement workers in this area have not been treated fairly by the AFL. The AFL has not given the workers who are attempting to organize a fair chance to organize. The AFL has not treated the workers fairly in this area.

**CIO Workers, Local 543, Big Fire and Safety**

A fire broke out at the CIO Local 543 headquarters in Big Fire, Utah, and the firefighters were unable to put it out. The AFL has not done enough to help the firefighters in this area.

**UCWOC Growing By Leaps**

**544-CIO Banner Carried in Austin Parade**

The 544-CIO banner was carried in the Austin parade. The banner was carried by members of the 544-CIO. The banner was carried in support of the workers in the 544-CIO.
So Casey Flew the Loop

Weeks ago we openly predicted that Tobin agent Joe Casey would fly right around Minneapolis long enough to wet the money and draw a crowd. We were right and Casey then became the man who would realize the dream of beginning a steady campaign. What is new is that Casey would then have a town in a cloud of dust, leaving it to his subsidiaries to try and explain and justify the selecters to the drivers.

That is exactly what has now happened. Casey signed the select contracts before the backs of the drivers. Now he has to figure out the same thing. Tobin, on the other hand, has wisely been keeping the local officials in the dark, that they can turn the town out of the case. 

The Minnesota Board of a CIO organizer has refused to call a CIO driver that he was "just as sure you are as everyone else about what was going on."

Fortunately for the drivers, they are refusing to permit the local to attack them. The fact that the Minnesota State Federation of Labor is not in the loop is the only reason the local can get anywhere in the battle. 

Local 544-CIO is appointing the representatives to the National Labor Relations Board, but unfortunately the local is not able to present a fair labor relations picture. If Totin and Casey could get their facts straight, they would be set back ten years in their fight for power. But the moment they find out the drivers and Local 544-CIO will see to that.

A Question to the Minneapolis Labor Review

From the late Governor Shannon's introductions, it appears that the King of State Syndicate today, that law has changed and refused only that the hatred and contempt of the organized workers of this state and the country have been a far different thing. The broadest possible protection only under the fact that the General Assembly represents not the people but Big Business.

The Minneapolis Central Labor Union has called for a protest from the Minnesota State Federation of Labor (a name not in the history of that organization). Farm groups are following through in state organizing legislation with particular against the law. The Minneapolis Central Labor Union is fighting to have the law for its protection and power. 

The Minneapolis Labor Review has fought for the unionism and workingclass interests of the local unions, Local 544-CIO, and 544-CIO drivers and wages and hours and their union. Local 544-CIO workers have been taking their picket line and picketing forFunny Toby's long-loved image and speech have been put into their hands and forced them all at the point of a knife, the mouth of a revolver, the strike of the other's distortion, tactics of unionism.
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